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airport pasta dinosaurs shirts

Something very pleasing, someone likes this item. There is blue color. The element is flat against the 
ground. I see a white sheet or surface rather low down and in the horisontal but at a slight angle, on 
the white surface are several little islands or darker pieces of indistinguishable shape, I cannot say if 
they are spheres or squares, just some random shapes with white in between them. I saw the 
moment when this target photograph was taken, I saw the flash from the camera and I felt how the 
image got "sucked into" the camera, it was a surreal (or real?) experience. 

There is a very bad smell here of fumes, black smoke and smog, it feels noxious and full of soot 
particles. I now feel that the islands on the white surface would be the same as the soot in the 
fume. There is blue above the white surface. The white surface feels cold, icy cold and smooth like 
metal surface but not yet saying it is metal. It is icy cold to touch the white surface. 

The white surface has a lean, an angle to it, and is not perfectly horisontal. Ice cold to touch the 
white surface. 

Wow, just wow. I looked at the white surface and was feeling how I could go into it as if it were a 
window down almost, and I literally felt how a huge tube at the back of my head inside my brain 
widened, like opened, adjusted, in the area that is known as the visual part of the brain I presume it 
was there. It was like a shift in the brain from the RV work I was doing while I was looking at the 
white sheet element. 

Ouch! It hurt in my heart when I touched one of the black islands in the white sheet, when a black 
island shifted in place then my heart felt like my heart would shift. It feels as if the black islands are 
the same as the black soot. One of the black soot poofed out black smoke that rose in concentric 
rings, the rings higher up always wider than the ones lower, three rings like that. 

Why when I touch a black island does my heart respond with pain, as if my heart is going to move to 
the side. I will touch them with a stick instead. The stick got broken and snapped in half when I 
brought it near to a black island to poke it gently. I take another stick and something runs over it 
and breaks it. So is there violence and danger at the black soots? 

I go to inspect the white surface instead. Ice, there is ice here. The white surface continues up into 
the shape of a drum, drum meaning a large cylinder type of shape, that goes up above in an arch or 



around and then back again, in white color. So the sheet is part of that drum. I touched the drum 
and the drum shook violently, there was a violence about it. So we know we are dealing with a 
target site that would be dangerous for a person to be at. 

The ice on the diagonal leaning white surface is so cold that the cold hurts. The pieces of soot are 
there, someone chewed on them with their teeth and the person felt unpleasant about their 
experience of chewing on them, these were hard pieces. I need to investigate the black soot islands 
some more, I take a different one not the one from earlier that had been problematic to probe, but 
we have several so I go for another one. My heart hurts when I go near, so there is violence here. I 
probe a soot carefully with a stick. My stick got run over. I try to take a soot away from its place to 
inspect it in private but my hand got injured and crushed when I tried to take it. 

Back to the surface. A liquid drips and drops down, washing itself down over on the side of the sheet 
that is out of the page, this is a yellow liquid that feels thicker and stickier than regular water, 
regular water would be lumpier and softer. The liquid falls off the edge, washes off the edge down 
rather hectically but in a thin stream along a length of that side of the white sheet. 

There is a U-shape like the lower half of a circle or drum where the yellow water is dripping down. 

11:20 PM I really want to probe this target further, but I got scared what if the internet search 
engine algorithm changes the target picture? Because this one I really like so I want to see what this 
one is. End RV. 

My initial impressions were that this was a flat shirt, but logic did not want to let me "know" just 
yet, and as the session went along something started to convince me that this could evolve into 
airplane. I cannot say for certain which parts of these would have been from logic and what from 
RV, as I was not aware of a distinction of which one was doing what in this case. 

The shirt is a flat surface or sheet yes, it is white and with little islands on it. The patterns on the 
shirt on the white sheet look exactly like what I saw, only that these are in colors and are not black. 
The islands and soot are the patterns on the shirt. The sleeves and collar perhaps also have that 
slight diagonal lean on the top. Could the drum round border be sleeve or collar when the shirt is 
not placed flat? - when a correlation is not obvious, I don't think it is good to search for a 
correlation. 

I don't see how this would be icy cold or painful or violent or damaging to interact with, I don't see 
where the smell of soot would come from, or what the yellow liquid would be that was pouring 
down the white surface... sure there are yellow dinosaurs on the shirt but what I saw was a liquid 
flow so I do not make a connection there. 

So this RV started out perfectly great, I had a sensation of shirt, I had the white sheet, the diagonal 
on the sleeve, the islands that are the patterns, but the session later turned into wanting to become 
the airplane. What mechanism was building an airplane kind of thing, whether it was RV or if it was 
logic, I do not know and have no real way of knowing here. 



The correlation in the beginning was good, so I give this session a grade of B, in spite of the later 
insertion of iffy things that were going along a wrong path possibly being guided by the known 
search word of airport. 

PS. We also see that I am beginning to be good at remote viewing target images that are of 
something that is digitally made to be against a white background. 

Image source https://www.shopmyexchange.com/boys-rock-toddler-boys-2-pc-dinosaur-print-polo-
shirt-and-denim-shorts-set/8277442
Image link https://www.shopmyexchange.com/products/images/xlarge/8277442_2111.jpg

11:34 PM End session. 


